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CONSERVATION, REGIONALITY, AND THE FARM BILL

Jess R. Phelps*

ABSTRACT

Over the past several Farm Bills, there has been a somewhat subtle shift in program design to better incorporate regional perspectives/localized areas of conservation concern into national conservation program delivery. The purpose of this Article is to specifically explore the various roles that regional considerations play in existing Farm Bill conservation programs and also consider whether further developments in this direction could result in more flexible program delivery, more effective partnerships, and ultimately, better conservation outcomes.

To this end, section II will provide an overview of the history of the Farm Bill, from its origins to the emergence of a distinct conservation title, and will examine how regional goals and objectives factor into federal agri-environmental policy. Section III will provide an extended discussion of the contemporary conservation title with the goal of providing the necessary context to understand USDA’s current mix of conservation programs. Section IV will evaluate and consider the different ways regional conservation goals are incorporated into national farm policy, including the relatively newly authorized Regional Conservation Partnership Program, which is at the forefront of these efforts. Last, section V, will provide policy recommendations for moving forward with further expansion of regionalized program delivery. Ultimately, regionality can play an important role in targeting the delivery of conservation programs to better address localized conservation concerns, but to do this effectively will require considerable investments in time and organizational learning in order to successfully fulfill this intended role.

We turn to the country on the north. Here lies a grove of trees, marked as the “Ragged Shaw,” and on the farther side stretches a great rolling moor, Lower Gill Moor, extending for ten miles, and sloping gradually upwards . . . . It is a particularly desolate plain. A few moor farmers have small holdings, where they rear sheep and cattle. Except these, the plover and curlew are the only inhabitants . . . .

- Arthur Conan Doyle1

* Attorney, Dinse P.C., Burlington, Vermont. Author’s Note: This article was written prior to the enactment of the 2018 Farm Bill, so primarily references the 2014 Bill authorities (as rulemaking under the new Act is still underway), but does provide some initial data on the new legislation, when available and appropriate.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges of the Farm Bill is how to allocate resources among the competing policy objectives that this omnibus legislation supports.\(^2\) The conservation title (Title 2), although the largest single federal investment in private land conservation,\(^3\) is not the predominant target of these appropriated funds.\(^4\) The Farm Bill also supports nutrition spending (Title 4) and provides crop insurance and commodity subsidies to farmers (Titles 1 and 11); these three titles together account for over ninety percent of Farm Bill spending.\(^5\) Increasingly, the strong tension between food/nutrition objectives and more traditionally agricultural business interests embedded within the Farm Bill could lead one to the conclusion that the next version will not be more supportive of conservation objectives or, at the very least, will not be radically more expansive.\(^6\) Putting together the alliance of interests needed to enact this legislation has never been easy, and growing policy divides may further complicate an already complex legislative process.\(^7\)


3. See, e.g., Farm Bill Conservation Programs, LAND TRUST ALL., https://www.landtrustalliance.org/topics/federal-programs/farm-bill-conservation-programs [https://perma.cc/Q4T9-6H9Z] (noting that “[t]he Farm Bill conservation programs, taken in total, are the largest single source of funding for private land conservation”).


6. Ron Nixon, House Rejects Farm Bill as Food Stamp Cuts Prove Divisive, N.Y. TIMES (June 20, 2013), https://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/21/us/politics/house-defeats-a-farm-bill-with-big-food-stamp-cuts.html [https://perma.cc/K3WT-NVMX] (describing this issue within the run-up to the 2014 Farm Bill). Over the past few decades, there has been a political compromise between more urban constituencies focused on the protection or expansion of SNAP and rural constituencies focused on other types of farm programming that has helped to pass this omnibus legislation. In the negotiations over the 2014 Farm Bill, this fragile political compromise repeatedly came under strain and, while in the end the food assistance provisions were not stripped out of the 2014 bill, the very real tension showcases some of the allocative challenges associated with passing legislation in this area and the varied constituencies which come to bear. See Neil Hamilton, Lessons in Patience, Politics and Persuasion, 19 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 1, 11-14 (2014) (discussing the battle over the linkage between the nutrition title and other farm bill titles in the lead up to the 2014 Farm Bill).

Beyond these programmatic tensions, another challenge to developing a Farm Bill is that it is national legislation and establishes programs that apply to farms regardless of size and productive activity.\(^8\) Not surprisingly, conservation priorities can vary substantially depending on whether the focus is on a large Midwestern farm consisting of thousands of acres for commodity markets or a small Maine farm raising heritage livestock.\(^9\) The diversity of American agriculture is a comparative strength, but it makes enacting national policy more complex.\(^10\) This is particularly true within the conservation context as the range and types of conservation issues confronting farmers and working lands also range widely.\(^11\) Farming on the Great Plains, with its heavy reliance on irrigation, presents different conservation challenges than, say, in the middle of the Corn Belt, where controlling nutrient runoff is the larger concern.\(^12\) Even within the relatively limited confines of a small state, the environmental and conservation challenges can also vary. To take a Maine example, the environmental issues that dairies face are very different than the soil erosion challenges farmers encounter throughout the state.\(^13\) The range of farming activities and the correlated environmental impacts at the national, state, and local levels present material challenges to creating a national conservation policy.

Agricultural policy theorists have long recognized this challenge and have attempted to adapt and refine policy and programs in an attempt to better tailor policies to specific and definable local contexts and resource concerns.\(^14\) As a result, some degree of regionality has always been a component of federal conservation programming.\(^15\) For example, many of the programs under the conservation title are


already shaped by statewide technical committees who play an important role in the administration of these programs at the state and local level. Additionally, the Farm Bill often expressly allocates certain pools of funding for targeted performance in addressing specified environmental and conservation objectives, identified by either the executive branch or Congress. Last and relatedly, one recent program, the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (“RCPP”) expressly seeks to allow for regional flexibility to adapt to specific issues of environmental concern at a localized level; for example, in addressing the phosphorus pollution within Lake Champlain.

The purpose of this Article is to specifically explore the degree, types, and layers of regional considerations that are currently embedded within the conservation title. All types of regionalism potentially impact the functionality of the various farm bill programs, but perhaps differently and even unintentionally. As we review the recently enacted 2018 Farm Bill, it may prove helpful to examine level of regionalism embedded in the Farm Bill to allow policymakers to better bridge gaps in our protective scheme through rulemaking. It may also prove beneficial to focus funding on the localized issues that matter most within the geographic context of the various areas in which the program is actually operating. If this is the case, a careful understanding of how regional factors are addressed through farm policy will be critical to the legislative design and ultimate implementation of this regional consideration if the desired conservation benefits are to be actually attained.

To this end, Section II will provide an overview of the history of the Farm Bill, from its origins to the development of a distinct conservation title, and will examine how regional goals and objectives have factored into private lands conservation policy over time. Section III will provide an extended discussion of the contemporary conservation title with the goal of providing the necessary context to understand USDA’s current conservation programs. Section IV will evaluate and...
consider the different ways that regional conservation goals and perspectives can be incorporated into the larger context of national farm policy. Last, Section V will provide some general policy suggestions and considerations moving forward. Over the past several Farm Bills, there has been a somewhat subtle shift in program design to better incorporate regional perspectives and localized areas of conservation concern, and further developments in this direction could result in more flexible program delivery, more effective partnerships, and ultimately, better conservation outcomes. Failure to continue down this path, however, will result in suboptimal conservation outcomes and continuing frustration with both the pace and scale of implementation of targeted beneficial practices across the working landscape.

II. THE BACKGROUND/EVOLUTION/OPERATION OF FEDERAL FARM POLICY

To understand the role of regionalism within the Farm Bill, an understanding of the current role of the structure and configuration of this legislation is critical. This section will provide an overview of the Farm Bill, the growth of the conservation title, the history and evolution of the USDA’s efforts to promote environmental stewardship on working lands, and a short summary of the two primary USDA agencies involved in working lands issues—the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and the Farm Services Agency (FSA).

A. The Farm Bill

The Farm Bill is simply the omnibus legislation that provides the funding for the majority of the USDA’s programming across the agencies within the department. Titles included in the 2014 Farm Bill include “farm commodity price and income supports, agricultural conservation, farm credit, trade, research, rural development, bioenergy, foreign food aid, and domestic nutrition assistance.”

Since the 1930s, Farm Bills have been enacted roughly every five years and provide a cyclical, although uneven, opportunity for Congress to examine and reconsider the different ways that regional conservation goals and perspectives can be incorporated into the larger context of national farm policy. Last, Section V will provide some general policy suggestions and considerations moving forward. Over the past several Farm Bills, there has been a somewhat subtle shift in program design to better incorporate regional perspectives and localized areas of conservation concern, and further developments in this direction could result in more flexible program delivery, more effective partnerships, and ultimately, better conservation outcomes. Failure to continue down this path, however, will result in suboptimal conservation outcomes and continuing frustration with both the pace and scale of implementation of targeted beneficial practices across the working landscape.
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To understand the role of regionalism within the Farm Bill, an understanding of the current role of the structure and configuration of this legislation is critical. This section will provide an overview of the Farm Bill, the growth of the conservation title, the history and evolution of the USDA’s efforts to promote environmental stewardship on working lands, and a short summary of the two primary USDA agencies involved in working lands issues—the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and the Farm Services Agency (FSA).
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Since the 1930s, Farm Bills have been enacted roughly every five years and provide a cyclical, although uneven, opportunity for Congress to examine and reconsider the different ways that regional conservation goals and perspectives can be incorporated into the larger context of national farm policy. Last, Section V will provide some general policy suggestions and considerations moving forward. Over the past several Farm Bills, there has been a somewhat subtle shift in program design to better incorporate regional perspectives and localized areas of conservation concern, and further developments in this direction could result in more flexible program delivery, more effective partnerships, and ultimately, better conservation outcomes. Failure to continue down this path, however, will result in suboptimal conservation outcomes and continuing frustration with both the pace and scale of implementation of targeted beneficial practices across the working landscape.
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Since the 1930s, Farm Bills have been enacted roughly every five years and provide a cyclical, although uneven, opportunity for Congress to examine and reconsider the different ways that regional conservation goals and perspectives can be incorporated into the larger context of national farm policy. Last, Section V will provide some general policy suggestions and considerations moving forward. Over the past several Farm Bills, there has been a somewhat subtle shift in program design to better incorporate regional perspectives and localized areas of conservation concern, and further developments in this direction could result in more flexible program delivery, more effective partnerships, and ultimately, better conservation outcomes. Failure to continue down this path, however, will result in suboptimal conservation outcomes and continuing frustration with both the pace and scale of implementation of targeted beneficial practices across the working landscape.
farm and rural development policy.\textsuperscript{22} It often requires deadline pressure to propel this legislation forward.\textsuperscript{23} “Potential expiration and the consequences of the expired law may [be required to] motivate legislative action.”\textsuperscript{24} This does not always mean that passage is assured as the 2014 Farm Bill’s path to becoming law took several false starts—resulting in several continuing authorizations and considerable angst—before its ultimate enactment.\textsuperscript{25}

The 2014 Farm Bill’s cost has been estimated by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) at roughly $489 billion over five years.\textsuperscript{26} As noted in the introduction, the largest title, by far, is the nutrition title, which provides food assistance at a projected cost of $390 billion, or nearly 80% of total Farm Bill expenditures.\textsuperscript{27} Crop insurance, Title XI of the Farm Bill, accounts for another $39.5 billion, or 8.5% of total Farm Bill outlays.\textsuperscript{28} Title II, the Conservation Title, comes in third at $28 billion, or nearly 5.8% of the total Farm Bill expenditures.\textsuperscript{29} Title I, the commodities and disaster assistance title, is fourth with $29 billion, or 4.8% of the total budget.\textsuperscript{30} All told, these four largest titles absorb ninety-nine percent of Farm Bill spending, with the remaining eight titles allocated the remaining one percent.\textsuperscript{31}

The Farm Bill is principally drafted by the House Committee on Agriculture and
the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.\textsuperscript{32} To oversimplify the legislative process, after preparing a markup and clearing these respective committees, the bill goes to the floor for a vote; into conference between the two committees; back to the floor; and ultimately to the President for signature.\textsuperscript{33} As with much legislation, there is tension between the Senate and House Agriculture committees and the respective appropriations committees.\textsuperscript{34} Once the Farm Bill is enacted, the fact that the program is authorized does not necessarily mean that it will actually be funded.\textsuperscript{35} Much of the funding for the various conservation programs, however, comes through the authority of the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC).\textsuperscript{36} The CCC is a government-owned corporation with vast borrowing capacity, which essentially allows USDA to make program payments to cover what are often unknown liabilities (for example, outlays for commodity price subsidies for a given year are not clear due to market swings).\textsuperscript{37} The nature of this funding stream, through borrowing and repayment of CCC debt, gives the agriculture committees substantial authority in shaping policy and outcomes, including the conservation title, by designating these programs as mandatory program spending despite the unknown amount of the agency’s obligations.\textsuperscript{38} The appropriations committees, in turn, can use or threaten changes in mandatory program spending (“CHIMPS”) to offset increases in discretionary spending, giving the appropriators leverage in this process.\textsuperscript{39}

Given the scale of the Farm Bill in both extent and coverage, the bill “has a tremendous impact on farming livelihoods, how food is grown, and what kinds of
foods are grown.” This in turn affects the environment, local economies, and public health. For rural communities this impact is obviously magnified, although the relative impact of specific programs is subject to debate. In the summer of 2018, the Senate and House agriculture committees conducted listening sessions across the country to get regional input and began drafting legislation. Following that, both the House Committee on Agriculture and the Senate released their respective draft Farm Bills. It was unclear at the time, with the approaching November midterms, whether there was sufficient time, political will, and focus to draft and pass such complicated legislation, but the 2018 Farm Bill (the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018) was ultimately enacted just prior to the end of 2018.

B. The Conservation Title

While the Farm Bill certainly covers a lot of ground, targeting how to improve the environmental performance of the working landscape is an increasing area of policy attention. In different periods of the USDA’s development, divergent goals have driven the agency’s work within the agri-environmental policy context. This

42. Jessica D. Ulrich-Schad, et al., Assessing the Impacts of Federal Farm Bill Programs on Rural Communities, AGREE, Apr. 2013, at 1, 25 (discussing the impacts of Farm Bill titles and arguing that commodity programs are the least effective from a rural development tool, while the nutrition and rural development titles are the most beneficial).
46. J.B. Ruhl, Farms, Their Environmental Harms, and Environmental Law, 27 ECOLOGY L.Q. 263, 340-42 (2000) (discussing the environmental impacts of farming, the exemptions this industry generally enjoys from most of the environmental law framework, and the role of voluntary programming in assisting farmers to improve environmental performance).
47. Carl Zulauf & David Orden, 80 Years of Farm Bills – Evolutionary Reform, CHOICES, Winter 2016, at 1, 1-5 (charting this policy development over the Farm Bill’s history). By necessity this narrative is simplified to provide a generalized sense of policy evolution. Some, however, have recently changed this prevailing narrative as reductionist, but for comparative economy, the traditional framework/arc is utilized as an analytical tool, despite not being able to capture all of the complexities.
section will explore this policy evolution and provide the necessary context for the current level of policy development.

1. 1933-1940: New Deal Origins

The federal government’s express involvement in conserving the working landscape dates largely from the New Deal period. In the New Deal, conservation programs were used in an attempt to restore a better balance between productive considerations and ecological realities. These programs focused not only on the well-known cataclysmic environmental conditions of the Great Plains, but also on conservation issues nationally as a matter for policy innovation and for using federal policy to address environmental externalities. While the majority of New Deal-era agricultural policy focused on trying to restore on-farm income by taking land out of production and/or reducing on-farm production, there were efforts to address environmental considerations specifically on farms and privately-owned lands. These programs ranged from using the Civilian Conservation Corps to plant windbreaks on farms across the Great Plains, to trying to relocate farmers from sub-marginal lands to more productive areas where they would have less environmental impacts and more opportunities for economic success. Over the course of the New Deal’s evolution, the more expansive programs, such as the resettlement programs, were largely not adopted at scale, with technical assistance and cost-sharing programs eventually gaining more widespread and broad


48. See, e.g., Mary Beth Blauser, The 2008 Farm Bill: Friend or Foe to Conservationists and What Improvements are Needed?, 12 VT. J. ENVT’L. L. 547, 550-52 (2011) (charting this historical development). Federal policy intervention within the farm sector has a longer history, with the USDA’s creation in 1862. See Act to Establish a Department of Agriculture, 12 STAT. 387 (1862).


50. Laurie Ristino & Gabriela Steier, Losing Ground: A Clarion Call for Farm Bill Reform to Ensure a Food Secure Future, 42 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 59, 80-83 (2016) (profiling the Dust Bowl’s impacts on the creation of the SCS).


On the conservation front, the most significant and longest-lasting structural impact was the creation of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), the predecessor of the contemporary NRCS, which assisted farmers in improving their management of working lands through a mix of technical and financial assistance. The SCS, working through state-enabling legislation, also created a network of local soil and water conservation districts that continue to address localized issues of conservation concern. The modern administrative USDA conservation apparatus, although considerably larger in size and scope, in many ways came out of the express recognition of the environmental externalities of productive agriculture and the financial and social need to rebalance or recalibrate this balance that developed during the New Deal.

2. 1940-1985: The Post War Period and the Environmental Movement

In the years following the New Deal, the NRCS remained active in seeking to improve the conservation performance of working lands, but the agency’s mission was not always as focused on this goal, at least as its primary objective. As some commentators have noted, in the post-war years, the agency often focused on production gains, while conservation was only desirable if it could also advance this objective. While many conservation practices were and are, in fact, also economically beneficial, this limited the scope of programming and perhaps increased the agency’s reliance on technological solutions to address environmental considerations.

An example of the type of agency agri-environmental effort made during this period is the NRCS’s watershed programming. These programs allocated substantial resources (both financial and technical) to building dams to control on-farm flooding, which, while debatably critical from a conservation standpoint, were...
certainly viewed favorably within the communities that were being served. While watershed authorities remain intact, funding for these programs, in recent years, has largely focused on providing resources to the agency to restore and rehabilitate the projects from earlier years in an attempt to keep these engineering projects operating.

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, calls for change began as the environmental externalities associated with production agriculture became apparent. Growing efficiency to continue to increase yields on the existing land base had the functional effect of “divorcing agriculture from ecology by replacing internal controls on ecological processes such as nutrient delivery and pest suppression with external controls such as fertilizers and pesticides.” As large commodity producers intensified production, based upon market demand and in part driven by governmental policies, the environmental consequences began to reach a crisis point.

3. The 1985 Farm Bill

Despite the earlier efforts profiled above, the 1985 Farm Bill (the Food Security Act of 1985) represented a fundamental shift in how the USDA interacts with the working landscape, and included for the first time a standalone conservation title. The primary change or policy adoption within this legislation was the creation of conservation compliance. Conservation compliance essentially created a regulatory role for the FSA and NRCS to ensure that farmers, in exchange for

66. See, e.g., James L. Arts & William L. Church, Soil Erosion—the Next Crisis?, 1982 WIS. L. REV. 535, 537 (“For the first time in its history, the United States has been forced in the last decade to seriously confront limits on economic expansion imposed by the realities of a finite resource and support base.”); see also Zachary Cain & Stephen Lovejoy, History and Outlook for Farm Bill Conservation Programs, CHOICES, Winter 2004, at 37, 39 (discussing the impacts on conservation of the 1970’s production boom).
continued eligibility for USDA programs, were achieving a basic level of environmental stewardship. This stewardship requirement applies in two areas: (1) management and protection of wetlands (frequently referred to as “swampbuster”) and (2) controlling farming practices on highly erodible land (frequently referred to as “sodbuster”). In preventing the draining of wetlands and farming of highly erodible lands without a conservation plan, swampbuster and sodbuster, while certainly facing material program delivery challenges, remain an important component of the USDA’s conservation mission.

In addition to conservation compliance, the 1985 Farm Bill created the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) which provided authority for USDA to enter into contracts with landowners to temporarily retire environmentally sensitive lands. CRP remains one of the USDA’s largest conservation programs. Overall, while there were earlier efforts to incorporate conservation into the USDA’s work, the 1985 Farm Bill began the development of the agency’s current conservation program mix.

4. Post-1985 Conservation Titles

In each successive Farm Bill, the balance of spending between the conservation and other titles, as well as within the different programs included within the Farm Bill itself, has ebbed and flowed both as to the bottom line allocation and as far as the mix of programmatic offerings. Over the past three decades, while

72. 16 U.S.C. §§ 3811(a), 3812, 3812(a) (2012).
73. Ristino & Steier, supra note 50, at 91-92 (exploring these shifts in focus from the 1990 through 2014 Farm Bills).
78. MEGAN STUBBS, CONG. RES. SERV., R43504, CONSERVATION PROGRAMS IN THE 2014 FARM BILL 22-26 (2014) (charting this shift over time).
conservation compliance and land retirement (through the CRP) remain in place, additional layers of programs designed to target specific issues have been added from the introduction of significant funding towards the acquisition of conservation easements and working lands programs, which will be discussed in greater detail below. 79 An additional reflection of the general broadening of the agency’s mission is the reorganization of the SCS in 1994. 80 In 1994, the SCS became the NRCS, expressly recognizing that the agency’s mission had moved beyond the mere prevention of soil erosion, and toward addressing a variety of externalities associated with contemporary agricultural production and/or the growing societal recognition of the impacts of this production. 81

This policy evolution, however, has been slow and uneven. With each farm bill cycle, there are calls for a major rethinking of U.S. farm policy to better suit farm conditions and the expectations of the broader American public about the roles of agriculture. These calls for reform have been for the most part unsuccessful because there has been no argument compelling enough to overcome the advocates of the status quo. But as time passes, the wisdom of maintaining a set of policies that have their basis in the 1930s and were designed to support a structure of agriculture that no longer exists becomes more questionable. 82

Overall, the general trend has been toward providing a great suite of options for incorporating conservation objectives into the overall policy mix while still relying on voluntary and incentive-based programming as the sole vehicle to accomplishing these objectives. 83

79. See, e.g., John M. Vandlik, Waiting for Uncle Sam to Buy the Farm . . . Forest, or Wetland? A Call for New Emphasis on State and Local Land Use Controls in Natural Resource Protection, 8 FORDHAM ENVTL. L. J. 691, 693-700 (1997) (charting this shift and the potential impacts and limits placed on natural resource management gains). Beyond the recognition of the environmental impacts of conventional agriculture, part of the motivation for this shift in the 1990s and 2000s was to comply with international trade obligations. Shifting away from red or yellow box commodity supports to environmental payments (green box) was viewed as a way to still provide financial support or assistance to the agricultural sector while avoiding potential trade consequences. See William J. Even, Green Payments: The Next Generation of U.S. Farm Programs?, 10 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 173, 174-78 (2005) (discussing the influence of the Uruguay Round on farm bill structure).


82. Ruhl, supra note 76, at 426 (citing David Freshwater, Applying Multifunctionality to U.S. Farm Policy 1 (Univ. of Ky., Econ. Staff Paper No. 437, 2002)).

C. The USDA Agency Structure

Although there are a host of USDA agencies with roles in conservation, two agencies are primarily responsible, either independently or collectively, for the delivery of the majority of Farm Bill conservation programs: (1) the NRCS; and (2) the FSA.

1. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)

Although a variety of USDA agencies play a role in conservation planning,84 the majority of programs discussed in this Article are either administered by the NRCS directly or otherwise rely on the agency’s expertise for program delivery.85 The NRCS, established under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act in the New Deal, has for eight decades worked with farmers to improve the conservation performance of privately-owned working lands.86 The agency’s annual budget is nearly five billion dollars and the agency has approximately 10,000 employees nationwide.87 Although a large component of the agency’s work is in administering the Farm Bill conservation programs, the agency also has a surprising suite of conservation-related functions, from its Snowtel stations across the Rocky Mountain West (monitoring snowfall and water supply to assist farmers in estimating the available water amounts),88 to performing primary research on a number of important issues to agricultural production, either with agency staff89 or under the authorities of the Conservation Innovation Grants (CIG) program.90 To provide a sense of how

85. Id.; see also Jamie Konopacky & Laurie Ristino, The Healthy Watershed Framework: A Blueprint for Restoring Nutrient-Impaired Waterbodies Through Integrated Clean Water Act and Farm Bill Conservation Planning and Implementation and the Subwatershed Level, 47 ENVT. L. 647, 650-51 (2017) (noting the predominant role of NRCS in the delivery of Farm Bill Conservation Title programs).
86. 16 U.S.C. 590a (2018); see also NRCS, USDA, More than 80 Years Helping People Help the Land: A Brief History of NRCS, https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/about/history/?cid=ncrsc143_021392 [https://perma.cc/5P6S-DD87] (providing overview of agency’s historical development to its current role on the working landscape).
the agency works nationwide, this section will provide a quick overview of the various administrative layers involved in program delivery.

i. The Washington Office

Within the administrative structure of the USDA overall, the NRCS is now supervised by the newly created Under Secretary for Farm Production and Conservation, who is also responsible for the FSA and the Risk Management Agency (RMA). This Under Secretary reports to the Secretary of Agriculture, a cabinet-level position.91 At an agency level, the NRCS is led by a Chief and two associate chiefs: one for financial matters (operations and the internal administration of the agency) and the other for conservation (which includes conservation program delivery).93 Also reporting to the Chief are four regional conservationists based in the Washington Office, who coordinate between the state offices in their respective regions and program staff and leadership.94

Below the two associate chiefs are deputy chiefs for various areas, including for programs, strategic initiatives, soil science and resource assessment, and science and technology.95 Under the Deputy Chief for Programs, NRCS has national level program staff to facilitate the administration of the Farm Bill conservation programs and to support the various state and local service offices.96 To take one example, the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program Division is led by a director and includes several subprogram teams, each within the Washington office, which are focused on conservation transactions, program delivery questions, and stewardship of enrolled lands.97 Not all Washington office staff is actually located in

91. Martha L. Noble, Agricultural Management Committee Newsletter, 20 A.B.A. SEC. PUB. AGRIC. MGMT. COMM. NEWSL. 2, 3-4 (Aug. 2017). This is a relatively new development. Until very recently, NRCS reported to the Undersecretary for Natural Resources and the Environment (which oversaw the Forest Service and the NRCS). As part of an agency reorganization in 2017, NRCS was moved to the newly created Undersecretary for Farm Production and Conservation, which administers the Farm Services Agency, the Risk Management Agency, and NRCS. See USDA, Secretary Perdue Announces Creation of Undersecretary for Trade and USDA Reorganization, https://www.usda.gov/our-agency/reorganizing-usda [https://perma.cc/848R-XHZQ].
97. Id.
Washington, and the crossover between state offices and the Washington office through temporary duty assignments (“details”) and career advancement is rather fluid. Not surprisingly, on a program to program level, the complexity and funding of program delivery has an impact on the number of staff working to administer each initiative at the national level.

### ii. State Offices

Beyond the Washington office, the NRCS has a physical presence in each state (and also covers work in U.S. territories). State level efforts are overseen by a state conservationist, who has a large degree of discretion in administering covered programs and working to make sure these efforts fit local conditions and resource concerns. State conservationists, in contrast to FSA state directors, are not political appointees, but rather are career NRCS staff.

Each state has a state-level office which oversees the agency’s operations in that state and provides specialized expertise, such as a professional engineer, that the individual district offices are able to draw upon. An important component of the agency’s function at the state level is the role of the state technical committees in targeting and shaping the agency’s effectiveness within the state through input from a variety of stakeholders, including producers and conservation advocates. To provide an example of a NRCS state office’s structure and work in a given year, in 2013, NRCS Maine, comprised of 13 field offices, obligated $12 million dollars, and

---


99. This summary of the agency’s work/structure is only intended as a survey and does not capture the full operational structure of this large administrative agency. For more detailed information, see NRCS, USDA, NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS DIRECTORY, https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1118791.pdf [https://perma.cc/4CAA-4AUN].


ultimately worked with 124,560 acres of farmland throughout the state.\textsuperscript{105}

iii. Local Service Centers

Finally, and the level of the agency most visible to farmers, NRCS has physical offices in most counties across the country to facilitate program delivery and to assist farmers in complying with conservation compliance and in applying for farm bill programming.\textsuperscript{106} These local service centers are led by a district conservationist.\textsuperscript{107} To provide an example of typical field office staffing and operations, NRCS’s Presque Isle, Maine Field Office is supervised by a district conservationist and has roughly four staff members, including soil conservationists, conservation planners, and a civil engineer to help farmers in the impacted area with program enrollment, meeting conservation compliance requirements, and addressing other conservation related issues.\textsuperscript{108}

One of the most critical functions played by the local service centers is serving as a resource for farmers’ annual filings of their AD-1026 forms with the FSA.\textsuperscript{109} This form certifies compliance with HEL and wetland conservation provisions (sodbuster/swampbuster) for commodity crop production.\textsuperscript{110} Failure to file this report results in a producer’s ineligibility for crop insurance subsidies and other program benefits.\textsuperscript{111} Relatedly, the local service centers work with farmers on the crop acreage reports (FSA-578) which also must be filed annually to document all crops raised during a crop year for a given farm.\textsuperscript{112} This information is important as it establishes a farmer’s acreage totals for crop insurance and, to the extent dictated by either market or weather conditions, for commodity and disaster assistance programming.\textsuperscript{113} Although not directly related to NRCS, these reporting

\textsuperscript{105} NRCS ME., FISCAL YEAR 2013 ANNUAL REPORT 3 (2013). 2013 is the last year the annual report is posted on the Maine NRCS website.

\textsuperscript{106} Local Service Centers Directory, NRCS, USDA, https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/contact/local/ [https://perma.cc/X8UU-RKS6] (providing a list of service centers, which “are designed to be a single location where customers can access the services provided by the Farm Services Agency, Natural Resources Conservation Service, and the Rural Development agencies.”).


\textsuperscript{108} Local Service Centers, NRCS ME., USDA, https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/me/contact/local/ [https://perma.cc/LU5H-K7R2].

\textsuperscript{109} See NRCS, AD-0126: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 1 (2017) (on file with author) (providing overview of this requirement and the self-certification requirements (conservation compliance)).

\textsuperscript{110} McBeth, supra note 71, at 239-40.

\textsuperscript{111} USDA, OMB No. 0560-0185, APPENDIX TO FORM FOR AD-1026 HIGHLY ERODIBLE LAND CONSERVATION (HELC) AND WETLAND CONSERVATION (WC) CERTIFICATION (2002); see also Conservation Compliance, USDA (June 20, 2018), https://www.rma.usda.gov/News-Room/Frequently-Asked-Questions/Conservation-Compliance [https://perma.cc/CVZ3-K2X4] (noting the importance of this requirement).


\textsuperscript{113} See N.H. FARM SERV. AGENCY, USDA, supra note 112.
requirements show the often close working relationship between FSA and NRCS staff in program delivery and administration, which will be explored in greater depth in the following section.114

2. The Farm Services Agency (“FSA”)

As noted, the FSA is the other principal USDA agency involved in the delivery of conservation programs.115 The FSA’s origins are, not surprisingly, very similar to the development of NRCS.116 In the New Deal buildout of the USDA’s administrative structure, a variety of agencies were established to help the recovery of the farm sector.117 These initiatives ranged from the relatively radical, such as the Resettlement Administration, which focused on the relocation of farmers from sub-marginal economic lands to lands in which they would have a better chance of making a successful living from the land, to the relatively, at least today, conventional, practice of providing subsidized loans through the Farm Security Administration.118 In the 1994 USDA reorganization, many of these legacy agencies were consolidated within the FSA, including the Farmers Home Administration (the lending arm) and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (a conservation-focused agency).119 Today’s “consolidated” FSA oversees a surprising mix of programs ranging from producer loans, administering the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), and risk management/margin protection for dairy operators.120

Conservation objectives were formally added to the program mix in the 1950’s, which included the development of early land retirement programming, for example, soil banking, which provided farmers with rental payments in exchange for setting

---

115. Farm Serv. Agency, USDA, About FSA, https://www.fsa.usda.gov/about-fsa/index [https://perma.cc/3XF6-UUMF]. The Risk Management Agency (“RMA”) also has a role in the conservation scheme. RMA provides subsidized crop insurance products to farmers to help mitigate production losses. While RMA is not directly a conservation entity, remaining compliant with Sodbuster/Swampbuster is a condition of program eligibility, which provides a powerful enforcement tool given the critical role crop insurance plays in the overall farm safety net. See About the Risk Management Agency, Risk Mgmt. Agency, USDA, https://www.rma.usda.gov/About-RMA [https://perma.cc/WUL7-7QWY].
118. See generally Richard S. Kirkendall, Social Scientists and Farm Politics in the Age of Roosevelt 11, 29 (1982).
aside lands to reduce commodity surpluses. For conservation compliance, FSA also plays a role, with NRCS’s technical support and assistance, in ensuring that farmers who drain wetlands or plant highly erodible lands without an approved conservation plan, are not eligible for USDA program benefits.

The FSA’s administrative structure is fairly similar to NRCS. FSA’s Washington office oversees national policy and works through state directors. FSA state directors, however, are political appointees. FSA’s programs are also delivered through local services centers, which are often co-located with NRCS local offices to provide consolidated program delivery to producers.

To summarize, the Farm Bill defines the terms of the relationship between farmers and the federal government across a host of subject matter areas. As this legislation has expanded and evolved, the USDA’s engagement on agri-environmental issues has changed to meet its evolving statutory mandates. NRCS and FSA, over time, have taken on leadership in delivering an increasingly complex array of Farm Bill programs, including those established under the current conservation title, which will be explored in the following section.

III. THE CONTEMPORARY CONSERVATION TITLE

The 2014 Farm Bill established Congress’s federal spending priorities for the period from 2014 through 2018. Although the large numbers of farm bill conservation programs can, at times, be disorienting, the non-compliance-based programming can be sorted into three primary blocks: (1) working lands programming; (2) land retirement programming; and (3) easement

123. See, e.g., Todd S. Aagard, Environmental Law Outside the Canon, 89 IND. L.J. 1239, 1276-77 (2014) (summarizing conservation compliance’s role in achieving environmental gains outside of conventional environmental programming).
acquisition/funding. Over the past several Farm Bills, the relative distribution of conservation funding between these programs has generally been away from land retirement towards working lands programs, with easement programs remaining fairly constant. Under the 2002 Farm Bill, the relative mix was fifty-four percent for land retirement; thirty-five percent for working lands efforts; and eleven percent to support conservation easement acquisitions. In the 2014 Farm Bill, the numbers for land retirement and working lands programming had roughly flipped: fifty percent working lands; thirty-six percent land retirement; and seven percent conservation easement acquisition. This shift has considerable impact on the working landscape and the types of conservation outcomes that the agency is able to achieve. This section will first explore the current role and importance of the conservation title and provide a working summary of the primary program areas.

A. The Role of the Contemporary Conservation Title

Within the agri-environmental context, the conservation title of the Farm Bill has an outsized role for several reasons. First, the financial outlay is unquestionably large by comparison to other private land conservation funding streams. Second, the importance of the conservation title is magnified by the wide exemptions that the

128. This is the general classification utilized by the Congressional Research Service in explaining the mix of current conservation programming. See STUBBS, supra note 114, at 1. In addition to these programs, there are also emergency programs (focused on conservation responses to disaster events), watershed programs (focused on flood prevention), and grants. See id. at i-iii. Given the relatively targeted nature of these specific programs, this Article primarily focuses on the three categories discussed in this section.


agricultural community enjoys from generally applicable environmental laws. In contrast to other industries, improving the conservation performance of agricultural lands relies on incentive and performance payments or non-regulatory options, so this funding is particularly important to ensuring that these conditions will be addressed.

Another important point to note is that these programs are generally voluntary and rely on the individual farmers to participate. Although a majority of the programs cover much of the costs of participation, there are cost-share components associated with some program offerings. Many of these programs not only rely on the farmer’s seeking to participate, but also active partnership in stewarding these resources as land managers going forward. Overall, regardless of which bucket the actual program fits, there generally is a very close working relationship between the farmer and the agency in accomplishing their mutually shared conservation objectives.

While the general trend line has been in favor of expanding program offerings, this has also had programmatic design and funding implications. As noted, the general trend line has been a move away from temporary land retirement (CRP) to working lands programs and conservation easements over the last few farm bills,


135. Robert W. Adler, Agriculture and Water Quality: A Climate-Integrated Perspective, 37 VT. L. REV. 847, 863 (2013) (explaining that “[w]ater quality and other environmental programs under the Farm Bill . . . have been weighted even more overwhelmingly in favor of non-regulatory approaches to reducing the environmental impacts of agriculture.”); see Margot J. Pollans, Farming and Eating, 13 J. FOOD L. & POL’Y 99, 100-01 (2017) (charting the environmental impacts and exemptions from environmental regulations for agricultural production).

136. Melissa K. Scanlan, Adaptive Trading: Experimenting with Unlikely Partners, 62 U. KAN. L. REV. 971, 981-85 (2014) (discussing this reliance on incentives/voluntary enrollment within the context of non-point source pollution under the Clean Water Act); see also Gail Osherenko, Understanding the Failure to Reduce Phosphorus Loading in Lake Champlain: Lessons for Governance, 15 VT. J. ENVTL. L. 323, 340-42 (2014) (profiling the reliance on voluntary programs, such as EQIP, and criticizing the return on investment).


which have different advocates within the farm and conservation communities.\footnote{STUBBS, supra note 78, AT 22-25.} To generalize, working lands programs (such as EQIP and CSP) are most valued by the farm community.\footnote{See, e.g., AM. FARM BUREAU, 2018 FARM BILL POSITION—WORKING LAND CONSERVATION PROGRAMS ARE A HIGHER PRIORITY THAN LAND RETIREMENT PROGRAMS, https://www.fb.org/files/2018FarmBill/Working_Land_Conserva tion_Programs.pdf [https://perma.cc/94DW-LGFD].} The reason for this is that the programs deliver support that can actually help the operation of the farm to improve by adding a terrace or incentivizing a farmer to implement a practice that they may already have been considering.\footnote{See id.} Land retirement programs, particularly CRP, are also popular as these lands are temporary retirements, allowing a farmer to take fields out of production temporarily—for example, when markets are performing poorly—but allowing a farmer to re-enter the market at the expiration of the contract period if the demand curve has shifted.\footnote{Id. (explaining organization’s view that “[l]and retirement programs are likely to be the most cost effective solution in dealing with cropland with very highly erodible soils . . . . However, they often have negative impacts on the local rural economy as expenditures on production inputs and services are reduced.”).} Conservation organizations, however, have different views and priorities.\footnote{See, e.g., Scott Faber, 6 Steps Toward the Greenest Farm Bill Ever, ENVTL. WORKING GROUP — AG MAG (June 29, 2017), https://www.ewg.org/agmag/2017/06/6-steps-toward-greenest-farm-bill-ever#.WsovCC7wZhE [https://perma.cc/NKL2-85XF].} For example, easement programs, while generally having the support of the farm community in most areas,\footnote{A notable exception is North Dakota. See Jon J. Jensen, Limitations on Easements in North Dakota May Have Unintended Consequences for Qualified Conservation Easement Charitable Contributions, 87 N.D. L. REV. 343, 343-46 (2012) (exploring the historical dispute over conservation easements in North Dakota between the agricultural and conservation communities); see also Lon Tonneson, Farmers Call for End to Ducks Unlimited, NRCS Deals, DAKOTA FARMER (Oct. 20, 2014), http://www.dakotafarmer.com/blogs-farmers-call-end-ducks-unlimited-nrcs-deals-9062.} are more valued for their lasting impact by land trusts than other programmatic offerings.\footnote{See Sarina Katz et al., Saving Farm Bill Conservation Programs, LAND TRUST ALL. (Summer 2017), https://www.landtrustalliance.org/news/saving-farm-bill-conservation-programs [https://perma.cc/L9NE-WH2W].} This debate over the purposes as well as the types and intensity of funding for programmatic offerings has a direct bearing on the agency’s impact on the working landscape, which will be explored within each of the three primary program classes.

B. Working Lands Programs

Within the conservation title, working lands programs are designed to help farmers implement more environmentally sensitive or conservation focused practices on their lands.\footnote{See STUBBS, supra note 78, at 7-9 (providing an overview of working lands programs in the most recent farm bill); see also J O H N S H O P K I N S C T R. FOR A LIVABLE FUTURE, FARM BILL: WORKING LANDS CONSERVATION FUNDING – A PUBLIC HEALTH PRIORITY 2 (2012), https://www.jhsph.edu/research/centers-and-institutes/johns-hopkins-center-for-a-livable-future/_pdf/projects/fsp/farm_bill/WorkingLandsConservationBrief.pdf [https://perma.cc/6MKK-UJTD] (discussing the role and impacts of Farm Bill working lands programs).} For example, NRCS often provides cost-share assistance to farmers to help construct structural conservation practices, such as grass strips at a field’s...
edge, to improve the farm’s environmental performance by limiting nitrogen runoff.149

1. EQIP

The most prominent current program of this type is the Environmental Quality Incentives Program ("EQIP").150 "The purpose of EQIP is to promote agricultural production, forestry management, and environmental quality as compatible goals, and to optimize environmental benefits."151 EQIP is the quintessential example of a NRCS conservation program in that it relies heavily on technical conservation standards the agency has developed for a variety of different productive functions and provides cost share assistance for its installation—combining NCRS’s financial assistance ("FA") and the technical assistance/expertise ("TA") roles into a single program.152 Under the 2014 Farm Bill, EQIP is the largest conservation program and was authorized at nearly eight billion dollars over five years.153 Despite its benefits, EQIP does have detractors who criticize the agency for some of its funding decisions—including providing cost-share assistance to support concentrated animal feeding operations (structural practices, including the installation of waste storage lagoons).154

2. CSP

More recently, the Conservation Stewardship Program ("CSP"), established in its current form under the 2008 Farm Bill,155 was added to this programmatic mix in an effort to reward farmers for providing environmental benefits.156 The purpose of

149. STUBBS, supra note 78, at 7-9.
152. See, e.g., Rock Removal is Clean Alternative to Burning for Blueberry Farm, Me. NRCS, USDA, https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/me/newsroom/stories/?cid=nrcseprd389610 [https://perma.cc/3A6W-3S9Y] (explaining role of EQIP in moving to advocating for better agri-environmental practices).
153. See STUBBS, supra note 78, at 8.
155. The Conservation Stewardship Program was the predecessor to the Conservation Stewardship Program and was substantially similar, but program design changed as well as the payments and the levels of conservation benefit that must be provided in order to be awarded a contract. See, e.g., Earman v. United States, 114 Fed. Cl. 81, 88-93 (Fed. Cl. 2013) (providing overview of program’s evolution and the agency’s implementation); see also Debra Owen, Legislative History of the Conservation Security Program, 9 GREAT PLAINS NAT. RESOURCES J. 36, 37-40 (2004) (providing summary of the legislative background of this innovative program).
156. 16 U.S.C. §§ 3838d-3838g (2012); 7 C.F.R. § 1470 (2014); NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 507 (2018); see also Willamette Valley Farmer Implements Conservation Practices Promoting Soil Health, OR. NRCS, USDA,
CSP is, again, to provide some financial benefit to farmers who are already responsible stewards, while also encouraging others to move in this direction and adopt beneficial land management practices.\(^{157}\) Depending upon the tier of contract signed by the farmer, the agreed upon practices will vary, but can range from recycling used motor oil on the farm to adopting or utilizing cover cropping while the land is fallow.\(^{158}\) The contract renewal period is often utilized as an opportunity to move the farmer past their initial level of performance to a higher level of stewardship, including the adoption of additional practices at a higher-level or conservation tier.\(^{159}\) Under the 2014 Farm Bill, the acreage cap for maximum enrollment was reduced from 12.769 million acres to 10 million acres, indicating diminished support for this program offering.\(^{160}\)

As voluntary programs designed to either help farmers to implement individual conservation practices these programs have remained popular.\(^{161}\) Early proposals for the 2018 Farm Bill proposed combining EQIP and CSP programs into a single programmatic offering to streamline delivery, but conservation advocates have generally opposed this consolidation given the divergent purposes behind each program, and this change ultimately did not occur.\(^{162}\) Given the popularity of these programs amongst producers, it is likely that the trend line will continue to support comparatively robust funding for working lands programs as a percentage of conservation title spending.


\(^{159}\) Margot J. Pollans, Drinking Water Protection and Agricultural Exceptionalism, 77 OHIO ST. L.J. 1195, 1255-56 (2016) (discussing program, current impact, and potential focus areas for future policy expansion).

\(^{160}\) See STUBBS, supra note 78, at 26; see also Margot J. Pollans, Regulating Farming: Balancing Food Safety and Environmental Protection in a Cooperative Governance Regime, 50 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 399, 410-11 (2015) (exploring this program’s design but noting that only five percent of the agricultural land base is actually enrolled).

\(^{161}\) Cain & Lovejoy, supra note 66, at 37; see also Dialogue, Working Landscapes: The Future of Land Use Policy, 45 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS 10833, 10838 (explaining that “while land retirement programs still tend to dominate (at least in terms of expenditures), so-called working land programs have expanded over time.”).

C. Land Retirement Programs

Conversely, land retirement programs focus on taking lands out of active production.\textsuperscript{163} Initially, the strong motivation for these programs was not on securing environmental benefit, but rather on trying to correct market imbalances and address issues of overproduction by reducing the amount of land being farmed.\textsuperscript{164} Today, the environmental benefits of land retirement programming are more often articulated as the basis for these efforts.\textsuperscript{165} From the 2002 Farm Bill through the 2014 Farm Bill, the percentage of funds dedicated to land retirement have dropped from fifty-four percent of conservation title funding to approximately thirty-seven percent.\textsuperscript{166}

The largest land retirement program is the CRP, administered by the FSA with technical assistance from the NRCS.\textsuperscript{167} Under the CRP, a farmer will enter into a multiple year contract, typically ten years, and agree to take their land out of production in exchange for a cash payment over the contract’s life.\textsuperscript{168} During the period of enrollment, the farmer has to determine which practices to implement as

\textsuperscript{163} Dayton Lambert & Patrick Sullivan, \textit{Land Retirement and Working-Land Conservation Structures: A Look at Farmers’ Choices}, AMBER WAVES, June 2006, at 22, 22-24 (exploring the environmental impacts of this program and which landowners are most likely to take advantage of land retirement verses working lands programing).

\textsuperscript{164} Terence J. Centner, \textit{Concentrated Feeding Operations: An Examination of Current Regulations and Suggestions for Limiting Negative Externalities}, 25 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 219, 232-33 (2000). The ability of this type of program to actually influence markets is debatable or at least substantially limited. The reason for this, in part, is that at least for the majority of the period in which these programs have operated, these programs have been voluntary. A farmer, from a business perspective, is going to enroll lands in these programs generally only when the program payments are sufficient to offset the revenue lost from not farming these lands. This results in farmers enrolling low quality ground in the program, which can be good from an environmental perspective (as a hillside not being farmed will limit erosion and a wetland not being planted will also reduce erosion and provide habitat and water quality perspective), but the marginal character of these lands as from a production standpoint will minimize the market benefits gained from lost production. See Jonathan Coppess, \textit{A Return to the Crossroads: Farming, Nutrient Loss, and Conservation}, 39 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 351, 372-74 (2017) (noting the market factors that fuel enrollment and the push/pull of the relationship between commodity prices and farmer enrollment).


\textsuperscript{166} STUBBS, supra note 78, at 3 (discussing the reasons for this shift—including high commodity prices, changing land rental rates, and new conservation technologies).

\textsuperscript{167} Jason Waanders, \textit{Growing a Greener Future? USDA and Natural Resource Conservation}, 29 ENVTL. L. 235, 259-63 (1999) (discussing the division of conservation programs between NRCS and FSA and the operation of the CRP). Beyond CRP, there are a variety of subprograms, designed to provide additional habitat benefits (Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (“CREP”)) and those targeted on isolated wetlands (CRP- Farmable Wetland Program). Some, however, criticize this program and NGO support because: (1) these lands should not be farmed in the first instance; and (2) when the contract ends, these lands can return to production. See Joshua Galperin et al., \textit{Eating is Not Political Action}, 13 J. FOOD L. & POL’Y 113, 120-21 (2017).

\textsuperscript{168} MEGAN STUBBS, CONG. RES. SERV., CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM (CRP): STATUS AND ISSUES 1-4 (2014) (providing overview of enrollment and contract structure); see also Jesse J. Richardson, Jr., \textit{Land Tenure and Sustainable Agriculture}, 3 TEX. A&M L. REV. 799, 806-08 (2016) (discussing the structure of this program and its challenges to tenant-farmed lands).
part of their offer. As of July 2014, the five most common practices installed on CRP acres are: (1) establishment of native grasses; (2) management of established vegetative cover; (3) establishing permanent non-native grasses and legumes; (4) creation of wildlife habitat; and (5) creation of rare and declining habitat. Landowners seeking to enroll land in the CRP are scored based upon their environmental benefit index (providing and weighing various environmental benefits such as wildlife, water quality, enduring benefits, erosion prevention, and air quality).

For the 2018 Farm Bill, the initial House bill proposes increasing the acreage cap by four million acres, and capping payment at eighty percent of the county rental rate (reducing the payment amount) to offset this acreage increase, while the Senate’s version would increase the acreage cap by only a million acres; the 2018 Farm Bill ultimately more closely resembled the House Bill—increasing the cap to 27 million acres and placing rental rates at 85 percent of county average for non-continuous acres. The major critiques of CRP have historically been the types of vegetative cover installed on the landscape (or failure to mirror native systems) and the short-term nature of the contracts—as opposed to perpetual resource protection—and whether this approach maximizes conservation return on investment. Given their historical use, and perhaps reflective of lower commodity prices than in the leadup to the 2014 Farm Bill, land retirement programs appear to have regained some of their earlier losses in the current legislative cycle.

D. Conservation Easement Programs

The third category of Farm Bill conservation programs centers on the acquisition of conservation easements. Conservation easements, to generalize, are private

169. STUBBS, supra note 168, at 4.
170. Id. at 5.
171. Id. at 2; see also Roger Claassen et al., Cost-Effective Design of Agri-Environmental Payment Programs: U.S. Experience in Theory and Practice, 65 ECOLOGICAL ECON. 737 (2008) (profiling the impact of environmental bidding on the CRP program and improving its environmental impacts).
agreements between a landowner and a governmental agency or non-governmental organization designed to safeguard these lands against insensitive development or other specified threats. Through this agreement, where the landowner is giving up some of his or her rights to modify or develop the property in exchange for consideration, the easement-holder commits to enforcing the terms of the agreement. To provide a working definition, “[u]sing the traditional ‘bundle of sticks’ metaphor for property, we can describe the landowner as losing one of the sticks in her bundle. A[n] . . . easement is in essence taking a stick out of the bundle and giving it to someone else.” A unique aspect of conservation easements is that these interests in land are typically perpetual and are binding upon subsequent landowners, which differs from land retirement programs and other agency programs.

Within federal agricultural policy, conservation easements are a relatively new development, beginning as a pilot program with the 1990 Farm Bill. This strand of activity, however, has quickly become an important funding stream for conservation advocates seeking to leverage these dollars to carry out landscape-level projects and has also resulted in some cultural shifts within the NRCS from serving in more of a technical support/financial role to that of active land manager. This change is not without difficulty, as it has required different skills and has changed, at least in part, the agency’s relationship with its producers away from an advisory role to a quasi-regulatory role involving land transactions and the enforcement of these restrictions. Since the 1990 pilot program, the agency has administered a variety of easement programs focused on securing different conservation objectives, including the Wetlands Reserve Program (wetlands), the Farm and Ranchland Protection Program (farmland), and the Grassland Reserve Program (sensitive...
In the 2002 Farm Bill, easement programs were only allocated eleven percent of the entire funding mix; in the 2014 Farm Bill, easement programs are at around seven percent of total funding. These programs, while vitally important to the conservation community, have not gained much in relative funding. By contrast, the rate of conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural use has continued unabated, leading the American Farmland Trust to call for a doubling of conservation easement funding in the next farm bill.

Generally, the specific idea behind USDA conservation easement programs is two-fold: (1) to advance conservation gains; and (2) to advance farmland preservation objectives. The 2014 Farm Bill consolidated the agency’s conservation easement programs into the unified Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (“ACEP”). The prominent Wetland Reserve Easements (“ACEP-WRE”) is primarily focused on wetlands and conservation gains, while ACEP-ALE is more focused on farmland protection-related objectives.

1. ACEP-WRE

The first and longest running prong of ACEP is the agency’s ACEP-WRE. ACEP-WRE is designed to promote wetland habitat on lands that are currently being farmed, former or degraded wetlands, or lands that have been substantially altered by flooding over time, in an effort to restore wetland conditions to the landscape. The idea behind ACEP-WRE is to restore lands that likely should not have been farmed in the first place given their hydrological characteristics, habitat benefits, or susceptibility to flooding. For ACEP-WRE easements, NRCS purchases these wetlands.

---

184. STUBBS, supra note 78, at 3 (charting this funding over the last three farm bills).
186. See, e.g., Ethan Howland, USDA to Spend $328 Million on Easement Program, CQ ROLL CALL WASHINGTON ENERGY BRIEFING, 2014 WL 4437185 (discussing program and goals).
190. 7 C.F.R. § 1468.30 (2014).
191. Perhaps ironically, many of the wetlands that the NRCS is now creating or restoring are replacing wetlands that USDA helped to drain last century as an appreciation of their environmental and other social values (including flood control) has become more commonly recognized. See, e.g., MICHAEL T. SUCK & ELIZABETH MARKS, NRCS, USDA, THE STATUS AND RECENT TRENDS OF
interests in land (through a warranty easement deed) directly from farmers and holds and monitors these restrictions over time. Post-acquisition, NRCS then provides most, if not all, of the funding for the restoration, enhancement, or creation of the wetland on the protected parcel. Given the targeted role of ACEP-WRE easements, these purchases are designed to more directly achieve environmental goals with the benefit of retiring sub-marginal lands and to also eliminate ongoing disaster, crop insurance, and commodity payments. As of 2014, NRCS, through its program authorities, has worked with over eleven thousand landowners to enroll over two million acres of wetlands in this program, indicating the scale at which this program has landscape impacts.

2. ACEP-ALE

The other prominent band of conservation easement funding is for the protection of farms threatened by development though agricultural land easements (ACEP-
ACEP-ALE conservation easements focus on securing development rights to prevent the conversion of these lands to non-agricultural use with the end objective of keeping the lands available for future agricultural activity. As a result, the restrictions in an ACEP-ALE conservation easement differ materially from ACEP-WRE conservation easements and are less restrictive, as this program is trying to manage or conserve working lands, which requires flexibility over time to adapt to changing conditions. Conservation and farmland preservation objectives in ACEP-ALE are often linked and achievable, but are not always directly aligned or even compatible in all circumstances.

ACEP-ALE conservation easements also vary from those secured under ACEP-WRE in that these conservation easements are not actually held by the NRCS. NRCS, through the Farm Bill, provides financial resources to qualified entities (state agencies or land trusts focused on this specific mission area) to secure lands within their geographic areas. This cost-share assistance provides fifty percent of the cost of acquisition, which can be higher for some limited and defined resource categories, such as targeted grasslands, and relies on the state or non-governmental entity (NGO) to raise the remainder of the capital. To ensure that the easements meet baseline standards, the NRCS has developed minimum deed requirements to ensure that the terms of the conservation easements actually obtain the targeted land.

201. ACEP-ALE easement funding is provided to qualified entities in two forms: (1) through grant agreements; and (2) through cooperative agreements. Depending upon the nature of the partnering entity, the structure of the operative agreement between USDA and the easement-holder will have a direct impact on the nature of oversight involved and the level of NRCS approval that will be required as far as approving the easement’s and holder’s compliance with programmatic requirements. 440 Conservation Programs Manual 528.50.
204. NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 528.43 (2015). The cost-share requirement, while expanding the impact of the federal investment, limits the number of entities that partner with NRCS, as raising the needed match is not always possible. Many of the most successful farmland preservation partners have access to relatively stable funding through state appropriations or tax proceeds. One method many entities utilize to raise the needed capital is to rely, in part, on a landowner contribution. NRCS policy allows for an owner to contribute up to twenty-five percent of the value of a parcel through a bargain sale, which leaves the partnering entity with only the remaining twenty-five percent of the acquisition cost to secure. Id.
management goals. Through the 2014 Farm Bill, NRCS has worked with farmers to protect over one million acres of farmland and 340,000 acres of grassland through the agency’s legacy conservation programs; since the 2014 Farm Bill, the agency has worked with its partners to secure another approximately 500,000 acres of farm ground through these authorities.

Overall, the three primary prongs of the contemporary conservation title have expanded the scope and reach of the agency to tackle a wider scope of issues across the working landscape. This reach, however, still relies on national programs that have to be flexible enough to address conditions across a wide spectrum of production types and environmental conditions and contexts. To the degree that agricultural policy is capable of addressing these issues, regional considerations have to play a role in both program design and implementation. The farm bill conservation programs only establish the operating platform. It is then up to the administrative agencies and their partners to ensure that the programs operate as intended and provide the targeted conservation benefits, which will be explored in the following section.

IV. REGIONALITY WITHIN THE FARM BILL

In referring to regionality within the farm bill, it is important to define and distinguish what this actually means in practice. There are different degrees and variations to regionalism, which range from inherent regionalism as a function of the diversity of American agriculture to express regionalism actually targeted through programs designed to advance and achieve these regional priorities. Given the complexity of the contemporary conservation title and the importance of this funding stream, accounting for this regionalism and ensuring that the programs are sufficiently flexible and tailored to address localized conservation conditions on the ground is vital. This section will explore the various ways regionalism has historically been and is currently incorporated within the farm bill’s conservation title.

A. Inherent Regionality

First, the nature of the U.S. agricultural sector very materially contributes to both the need for and the actual regionality of contemporary agricultural conservation policy. Without fully exploring the myriad factors that define a food system....


supporting a population of over three hundred million citizens, a number of factors fit within this category, ranging from climatic/growing conditions to the value of land and cost of production—all of which contribute to the variability of the application of conservation programs to these productive forms.

1. Climatic and Growing Conditions

For one, climatic and soil conditions vary and support different productive schemes and, in turn, variations in conservation programming. Maine’s climate versus other coastal states makes it pretty clear that while one may produce abundant root vegetables, the other may choose to focus on fruit production. Given the diversity of American agriculture, climate and growing conditions directly influence the types of production and the types of environmental challenges that a region may face in addressing the correlated environmental impacts and minimizing the environmental footprint associated with these productive forms. While conservation title funding certainly benefits certain production forms more than others as a function of political and perhaps historical considerations, the conservation title has evolved over time to become more inclusive and flexible, addressing a broader range of production forms as the environmental impacts of different productive forms become better understood and investigated.

2. Economic Drivers—Macroeconomic and Regional Markets

Relatedly, market conditions also shape the regionalism of agriculture. For example, Maine’s agricultural sector is not directly able to compete with larger Midwestern farms and their lower prices of production. Maine dairies have to rely on imported grain to feed their cattle as the local market is unable to compete on a price basis in the commodity arena, which has additional market consequences, leading producers to focus on certain productive activities to maximize their return

---


210. See Suresh Sureshwaran & Stephanie Ritchie, U.S. Farm Bill Resources and Programs for Beginning Farmers, CHOICES, Summer 2011 http://www.choicesmagazine.org/choices-magazine/theme-articles/innovations-to-support-beginning-farmers-and-ranchers/us-farm-bill-resources-and-programs-for-beginning-farmers- [https://perma.cc/T2HJ-P85N] (providing an overview of the 2008 Farm Bill’s focus on beginning farmers and tailoring programs to reduce barriers to participation in Farm Bill programming and to becoming a farmer).

on investment and capital.\footnote{212}

The regional economy also has an impact. If a farm is located near an urban center, value added agricultural production, including potentially agri-tourism, has a better potential to achieve success and higher returns than a similarly situated farm located in a rural area with many very similarly, if not identically, situated producers.\footnote{213} To again take the Maine example, the relative proximity to the New York and Boston metropolitan markets has influence on the types of agricultural production favored by producers.\footnote{214} As a result, the state specializes in specialty production, including food businesses, rather than more commodity-oriented production.\footnote{215} These advantages allow Maine farmers to compete in specialty or value added agriculture and to experiment in order to stay ahead on the productive curve.\footnote{216} This, in turn, logically leads to Maine legislators, in the farm bill debates over program allocations, to favor some programs/allocations more than others as directly benefiting their constituencies.\footnote{217}

3. The Impact of Culture and Custom

Culture and custom fit within this mix as well. The agricultural traditions of a given region, such as New England or the Midwest, have lingering influences on current production choices.\footnote{218} While farmers are highly aware of market signals, the sunk costs of substantial investments—both in infrastructure and experience—also heavily weigh towards certain productive outcomes and against drastic productive

\begin{footnotes}
\item[218] See Linda Lobao & Katherine Meyer, The Great Agricultural Transition: Crisis, Change, and Social Consequences of Twentieth Century US Farming, 27 ANN. REV. SOC. 103, 103-07 (2001). Despite the role of custom and tradition, farmers are often quick to adapt to new technology or find new ways to produce their crops as the economic realities of these operations often force change/evolution. See Farms on the Fringe: New Takes on America’s Farming Tradition, on Earth, NRDC, https://www.nrdc.org/onearth/farms-fringe-new-takes-americas-farming-tradition [https://perma.cc/SZP5-M699] (profiling six producers and their efforts to evolve to a changing climate and to improve their environmental performance).
\end{footnotes}
shifts. If a Maine farm has heavily invested in robotic dairy production, it is not going to be easy to move away from this productive decision, and it may need to expand its production, despite a saturated market, to try to stay ahead on a marginal basis.

4. The Value of Land/Cost of Production

Lastly, the value of land and cost of production also plays a role. If land is comparatively cheap, this will allow for a greater variety of possible agricultural uses. If the land is more expensive, and the machinery necessary to achieve the type of agricultural production is equally costly, this may limit the forms of agricultural production that are feasible within that geographic context and will shape producer decisions.

This national/regional/local differentiation creates policy tensions as far as which goals or agricultural forms the legislation should seek to further. While over the past few Farm Bills there have been some shifts to allow smaller farms greater access to the full suite of conservation programs and funding, many are still critical of the legislation’s degree of support for large-scale commodity crop operations. This critique begs the question whether the programmatic offerings


222. See, e.g., UNIV. OF VT. NEW FARMER PROJECT, CULTIVATING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES EXTENSION, HOW TO DETERMINE THE RIGHT FARM RENTAL RATE (July 2014), https://www.uvm.edu/newfarmer/land/RentalGuide.pdf [https://perma.cc/R2UD-NFK6] (profiling the various factors which influence rental markets and the types of production that will utilize available lands).

223. Id.


are sufficiently tailored to address localized conditions and a diversity of agricultural productive forms.226 These examples are not intended as an exclusive detailing of regional distinctions and impacts that, in turn, have policy impacts, but instead are only intended to illustrate that there is a certain degree of regional consideration baked into existing farm policy calculations purely owing to the fact that the U.S. agricultural sector is itself far from uniform.227

B. Appropriative Regionality

The nature of the appropriations process also has an impact on regional variability of farm programming. As discussed above, eighty percent of the 2014 Farm Bill is dedicated to food assistance programming alone.228 The historic balance in Farm Bill debates is that it requires the agreement of farm state (interested in supporting commodity crop producers through crop insurance and subsidy support) and urban (interested in ensuring continued access to food nutrition programming) legislators in order to get enacted.229 While this alliance has, to some extent, frayed, the nutrition title has remained within the Farm Bill (rather than as standalone nutrition legislation).230 If your state is primarily urban, this may impact the state’s allocation of the other titles by nature of the state’s agricultural base (implicitly) or even potentially expressly by its design and which programs are funded.

To some extent, some attempt at regional balance is expressly provided by statutory mandate. For example, the 2002 Farm Bill and subsequent farm bills have included a regional equity component, which allowed lower scoring parcels to enroll above higher scoring parcels if the state had not reached a certain spending...
benchmark (or share of program funding). For another example, for CSP, the NRCS allocates the enrolled acreage cap amongst states by the state’s percentage of national agricultural land base to provide a rationalized frame for balancing different states’ needs. While there is clearly an attempt to promote some degree of functional balance, the nature of the programs (as discussed below), such as their operation and function, necessarily impacts the allocation of these funds. A state’s share of conservation program funds is often contested and is not without controversy and is impacted by both appropriative and administrative determinations regarding how to administer a specific conservation program, which will be further explored below.

C. Programmatic Regionality

Once past the regionalism of agriculture and the appropriations cycle, program delivery also matters and has an impact in several ways. This section will explore the concept of programmatic regionality and how impacts can vary substantially through program design, discretionary agency decisions, and program delivery.

1. Program Design and the Nature of National Programming

The first type of regional variation or impact that regionality has on farm program delivery is embedded into the design of the actual programs. Given the targeted nature of a specific national conservation program, it may be utilized more in certain areas of the country to address certain environmental challenges or be better suited for the types of agricultural production/operations that are located within a specific geographical context.

For example, consider the impacts of the relative design of the two primary conservation easement strands within the ACEP under the 2014 Farm Bill. ACEP-ALE and the ACEP-WRE have different levels of interest and engagement in

231. Cain & Lovejoy, supra note 66, at 41. The 2014 Farm Bill had similar requirements allowing each to state to access, if possible, at least 0.6% of the funds made available for a conservation program. See Agricultural Act of 2014, Pub. L. No. 113-79, 128 Stat. 649 § 2603 (2014); CYNTHIA NICKERSON ET AL., ECON. RESEARCH SERV., USDA, THE FARM BILL’S REGIONAL EQUITY PROVISION: IMPACTS ON CONSERVATION PROJECT OUTCOMES, ERR-98 at 21-23 (2010), https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/95452/2/ERR98.pdf [https://perma.cc/A8P7-3STA] (noting the complex tradeoffs made by inclusion of the regional equity provision and how this might influence future project design).

232. NRCS, FINAL COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR THE CONSERVATION STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM 1, 18-34 (2010) (discussing allocations from the 2009 ranking period as well as discretionary decision points influencing program delivery).


234. See Protect Your Land, AM. FARMLAND TRUST, https://www.farmlandinfo.org/directory [https://perma.cc/22C7-45D6]. For example, in Iowa, only one land trust (focused on Johnson County) is listed in the Farmland Preservation Directory for the American Farmland Trust—the Burr Oak Land Trust—indicating a lack of partnering organizations for the use of ACEP-ALE in the state.
different regions. The ACEP-WRE is highly popular in states with substantial wetlands and in states along rivers or migratory bird flyways, such as Arkansas. As these easements are actually acquired by the NRCS, landowners can apply directly to the agency in order to enroll their lands without relying on a third party state agency or land trust being available to secure these lands. On the other hand, ACEP-ALE benefits states with farmland preservation programs (the Northeast) as well as areas with substantial grasslands or working ranches by virtue of the statutory requirements for enrolling lands. In order to enroll in the ACEP-ALE program, a landowner has to partner with a land trust or state agency who, in turn, has to contribute at least twenty-five percent of the project’s cost in order to meet the cost-share requirements under ACEP-ALE. Based on the requirement for match, ACEP-ALE benefits areas with dedicated funding from either local or state government for farmland preservation and is perhaps better suited to certain agricultural forms and challenges (for example, protecting agriculture in areas with substantial development pressure). States such as Iowa, where farmland loss has not traditionally been as pressing of an issue, are less able to benefit from this program. Although it may not be apparent on its face, the actual application of a conservation program and its targeted mission has disparate regional consequences.

2. Discretionary Regionality

Beyond program design, an agency’s decision-making and administrative oversight of a program can have material impacts. Agency leadership and national

---


238. NAT’L SUSTAINABLE AGRIC. COAL., supra note 235.


240. AM. FARMLAND TRUST, FARMLAND INFO. CTR., STATUS OF STATE PAY PROGRAMS (2016) https://www.farmlandinfo.org/sites/default/files/State_Purchase_of_Agricultural_Conser vatation_Easement_Programs_2016_AFT_FIC_09-16.pdf [https://perma.cc/X8A3-GTMW]. For example, one of the factors for eligibility for ACEP-ALE is that the land actually faces developmental pressure or risks being converted to non-agricultural use. This degree of risk may not be present in areas of the country where development pressure is lacking. In such areas, it may be less likely for land trusts to be targeting working lands conservation, which likely complicates efforts to utilize ACEP-ALE in some areas nationally.

program staff have substantial discretion in implementing the often broad mandates provided by Congress.242 This does not happen in a vacuum and involves political appointees, state level staff, and public input in both the rulemaking and the directive process.243 Depending on the political priorities of the agency, a program can have regional variation and impact. In many instances, this is necessary to allow program staff to work through the complex issues of determining how a program should be administered to find a working balance between maximizing conservation impact and ensuring that producers nationwide are able to access a program as appropriate. This balancing happens on a few levels and varies by program with regard to funding levels, the types of conservation activity the program supports, and how the program is ultimately administered on the ground to ensure that it works for the targeted producers.

3. Administrative Regionality

Beyond discretionary decisions made by policymakers, there are differences that result from the day to day operation of agency programs. NRCS is very much structured on a state by state basis, with considerable authority resting with a state conservationist and state technical committees.244 For example, within the context of EQIP, as “environmental conditions vary widely across the United States, the specific conservation practices approved through EQIP must be determined locally.”245 This program design, as discussed above, allows for the express consideration of regional perspectives and needs within national conservation programs separate from allocative and discretionary decisions made at the federal level. This may not occur evenly, or ultimately may result in all production types necessarily being covered. Most conservation programs are designed to be sufficiently flexible to address a wide range of contemporary agricultural production, which is driven at the state and local level by producer needs.

To help bridge the gap between federal policy and more localized conservation and production concerns, NRCS’s state technical committees play an important role in shaping priorities—including providing information and recommendations on “conservation priorities and criteria for natural resources conservation activities and programs, including application and funding criteria, recommended practices, and program payment percentages.”246 By agency policy, these committees help to prioritize state level goals in concert with state conservationists and are designed to

244. See infra at II.B.
245. Hernden v. United States, 726 F.3d 1042, 1042 (8th Cir. 2013) (discussing the role of state technical committees).
246. NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 501.21(1) (2015) (providing overview of the role of the state technical committees and the various functions this advisory group plays); see generally 7 C.F.R. § 610.
represent a diversity of interests. For example, in Maine, the NRCS state technical committee includes representatives from the Maine Association of Conservation Districts, state and federal agencies, the Nature Conservancy, the Maine Farm Bureau, individual producers, and the Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society, to name a few partnering entities. Having local partners involved to share information and insight on a wide variety of policy issues helps to ensure that the agency’s decisions are tailored to the situation in the state.

4. Express Targeting of Localized Conditions

Beyond the more embedded aspects of regionalism inherent in conservation easement programs generally, a number of Farm Bill initiatives over the years have specifically focused on addressing localized issues of conservation concern or have allocated portions of the Farm Bill appropriated funds to address this issue. For example, the 2008 Farm Bill included two specific authorities to address water quality issues—the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Program and the Great Lakes Basin Program. To examine one of these programs in greater detail, the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Initiative was designed to improve and restore water and air quality within the basin, and allocated considerable funding to achieve these goals. “The Initiative focus[ed] on high-priority areas, including the Susquehanna, Shenandoah, Potomac, and Patuxent River basins . . . , [b]y supporting certain agricultural practices such as nutrient management, vegetative buffers, and crop residue management and providing technical and financing assistance for these priority areas.” The program addressed resource concerns in three focus areas—cropland, grazing, and livestock waste, and the eligible practices that would mitigate these concerns. The authorities provided under the 2008 Farm Bill did not actually create new program vehicles, but simply authorized or focused the Agency’s attention and resources, through its other program offerings, to addressing these specific issues within this geographic band—here, specifically through the

247. NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 501.22(B) (2015) (providing list of mandatory members/represented interests of a state technical committee).
250. Act of June 18, 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-246, §§ 2604-2605, 122 Stat. 1797 (2008). Notably, these authorities were repealed in the 2014 Farm Bill and were replaced by and consolidated within the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) which will be discussed in the following section.
253. See id. at 10, 13.
5. **Regionality by Design—The Regional Conservation Partnership Program**

Most recently, the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (“RCPP”) has begun to change the ad hoc nature of regional efforts within the Farm Bill to provide additional and specific authority for the agency to address targeted areas of conservation concern through partnerships. The specific purpose of the RCPP was to facilitate partnering with local organizations through the agency’s traditional covered programs such as EQIP, CSP, and ACEP, but with a few specific changes to provide the flexibility and the authority to support more collaborative initiatives.

Under RCPP, NRCS enters into partnership agreements to first define the relationship. “Partners are required to provide a significant contribution to the overall cost of the project, including in-kind services such as monitoring, conservation planning, and producer assistance” with the idea of leveraging these resources to maximize conservation gain. For the 2014 Farm Bill, “RCPP uses 7% of available conservation program funds plus an additional $100 million annually in mandatory funding to address specific natural resource concerns in selected project areas.”

The primary difference between RCPP and past efforts is this program’s reliance on local sponsors/partners for program delivery. NRCS’s view is that “the greater flexibility under the Regional Conservation Partnership Program will allow [the] agency to work on a larger, more regional scale than farm-by-farm or ranch-by-

---


259. STUBBS, supra note 78, at 12.

260. See Lauren Manning, An Interview with Outgoing Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack: Reflections on His Legacy & Challenges Facing a New Era in American Agricultural Policy, 13 J. FOOD L. & POL’Y 162, 173-74 (quoting Vilsack as stating “I think we saw an example of [leveraging partnerships] with the Regional Conservation Partnership Program that essentially said, look, we’re going to put money aside . . . and we’re going to leverage that into more outside the federal governmental resources committed to conservation”); see also Coppess, supra note 164, at 377 (noting that “[u]nlike previous conservation programs, RCPP is unique in that it requires matching assistance from non-federal entity partners to leverage private funding for region-wide conservation outcomes”).

---
RCPP also allows the agency to work in multiple areas across multiple programs with dedicated funding streams. In the past, Congress has provided specific authorities (targeted authorities) for addressing areas of specific conservation concern, such as the Great Lakes Basin Program discussed above. Under RCPP, NRCS has the ability, with partner input, to create its own targeted areas and provides the flexibility to tailor one or more covered programs to the specific needs as laid out and demonstrated by those responding to the Request for Proposals. Last, RCPP is to add regulatory flexibility. The statute/rule allows NRCS to waive regulatory requirements to the extent that this helps promote the targeted conservation objectives. While statutory requirements cannot be waived, this regulatory flexibility may allow projects that would otherwise be constrained through agency-created rulemaking to achieve their objectives.

Vermont NRCS’s experience with the RCPP provides a lens into its effectiveness and operation. To date, Vermont NRCS has created or worked with partners on six projects—ranging from state level projects focused on forest health and management practices to participation in a national level project seeking to improve agricultural and forestry practices with the goal of improving Lake Champlain water quality. For FY2018, NRCS has selected two state-level projects

---

261. Ellyn Ferguson, USDA Sets Funds for Broad Conservation Push, CQ ROLL CALL, Jan. 15, 2015, at 1, 2015 WL 179327 (quoting then NRCS Chief Jason Weller on the impact of this program).

262. See supra Section IV.C.4.

263. See NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 529.20 (2017); see also Neil C. Kamman & Ethan Swith, Tactical Basin Planning as the Vehicle for Implementation of the Vermont Clean Water Act, 17 VT. J. ENV’T. L. 710, 725 (2016) (profiling the role of partnerships in RCPP implementation of various Vermont programs).


265. See Announcement of Program Funding No. USDA-NRCS-NHQ-RCPP-17-01 for Fiscal Year 2017, NRSC 1, 5-6 (March 14, 2016) (on file with author) (explaining the role of RCPP in adjusting covered program terms and requesting that applicants seeking adjustments to program requirements should contact NRCS in the pre-proposal stage to determine whether this will be allowable and qualify as non-statutory).

266. See NRCS, USDA, NRCS GENERAL MANUAL, TITLE 440, PART 529.26, Adjustment of Terms (2017) (explaining the process for obtaining an adjustment of terms). For example, an adjustment of terms that might be approvable is adjusting ranking factors in a given jurisdiction to “better reflect unique local circumstances and purposes.” Id.


268. The Lake Champlain Regional Conservation Partnership Program cost $16 million and was the second largest agreement for the program in its initial year. See VT. DEP’T OF ENVTL. CONSERVATION, LAKE CHAMPLAIN REGIONAL CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND/OR QUESTIONS FROM THE WEBINAR EVENT (on file with author) (discussing the scale
for RCPP funding: (1) Connecting the Connecticut River Watershed (a project led by The Nature Conservancy with an NRCS investment of nearly $5 million), focused on addressing habitat for fish and wildlife along the four New England states within this targeted watershed; and (2) Nutrient Management Planning for Soil and Water (a project led by the Vermont Association of Conservation Districts with an NRCS investment of $800,000), focused on creating nutrient management plans for an additional eighty small farmers (16,000 acres of land) to reduce phosphorus loading into Lake Champlain. For an example of an ongoing project, take the Cold Hollow to Canada project launched in 2017, which operated in seven towns in Northern Vermont—and built upon an existing cross boundary management scheme. The program “initially engaged twelve landowners spanning over 2,000 acres in the town of Enosburg. RCPP [helped] expand the work to 50 landowners and 8,000 acres by adding woodlots in Richford and Montgomery and the existing partners in Enosburg.” As a result, “[t]he effort [encouraged] Vermont’s private forest owners to manage wildlife habitat, find solutions for the effects of climate change, and develop ways to help forests adapt to changing conditions” through a total federal grant of $640,000. This works through a variety of technical assistance, conservation initiatives, outreach, and citizen science to accomplish the overall project goals, and results in a very different program outreach and delivery than the agency has utilized in the past.

Overall, RCPP represents the furthest that the envelope for regional conservation programming has been pushed to date as far as leveraging partner support and working across various conservation programs in a regional fashion or focused manner. Whether this continues to be the trend depends on a variety of factors—production prices, the effectiveness of the program in delivering desired conservation objectives, and the ability of the agency to administer and effectively

and role of this partnership agreement); see also VT. AGENCY OF NAT’L. RESOURCES, The Lake Champlain Regional Conservation Partnership Program: Accelerated Implementation of Agricultural and Forestry Conservation Practices in the Lake Champlain Watershed of Vermont and New York, VERTN.GOV (2016),

[https://perma.cc/K6JN-AHP3] (providing overview of all RCPP projects for the current fiscal year).

270. See generally COLD HOLLOW TO CANADA, https://www.coldhollowtocanada.org/
[https://perma.cc/GTK2-XESU] (providing overview of project and project partners/funders).
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provide ongoing oversight.275

V. REGIONALITY AND THE NEXT CONSERVATION TITLE

Given the complicated, bifurcated, and divided nature of our agricultural system, it is likely that there will continue to be an additional focus on incorporating regionalism or regional flexibility within the next conservation title. In order to maximize the benefits of such a potential shift, there are a few factors to consider and evaluate in how to incorporate the increasing desire to include regional factors within national conservation programs, and involve greater partnership support and funding, while still ensuring that the federal investment is being maximized to provide its intended degree of benefit. This section will provide several specific recommendations, including the need for strong national program oversight to increase agency transparency, with an eye to maximizing the value of regionality, while minimizing the potential drawbacks.

A. Defining a Clear Role of National Program Staff and Oversight

A regional approach is valuable, as is partnering to leverage scarce resources, but thorough national oversight as well as a baseline for conservation practices are necessary building blocks within this program for a few reasons.

1. Reliance on National Program/Specialized Staffing

First, it is often difficult to recruit and retain specialized expertise, to the degree needed to run the types of programs that the USDA is now tasked with managing, without using a national platform to work across state lines. Leveraging the expertise of national program staff to benefit national program delivery, rather than creating fifty different operational centers, is likely to provide comparatively streamlined program delivery and will be necessary to ensure the agency’s compliance with its legal obligations.276 For example, for the ACEP program, the NRCS has recently shifted much of the back of the house or transaction specific work away from the various state offices to a national team, and to specifically recruit transactional experience, with the assistance of the USDA’s Office of General Counsel, to better and more efficiently accomplish these increasingly complicated real estate transactions.277 To the extent that RCPP relies on covered programs, such as ACEP,

275. See generally David Orden & Carl Zulauf, Political Economy of the 2014 Farm Bill, 97 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 1298 (2015) (charting the policy issues shaping the 2014 Farm Bill’s conservation title); see also Larkin A. Powell, Periodic Corrections to Agricultural Land Values Provide Opportunity for Conservation, J. SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION, Mar/Apr 2015, at 39A (noting the relationship between program design and land prices as a function of policy shifts over time).


developing strong national level teams able to provide support and oversight to these programs in the field will be vital to their success—and to the efficient and timely administration of these programs and program funds across the various states and partners.

2. Defining Floors/Policy Frameworks and Functional Oversight

Second, there is a value to consistency. When a program diverges from a standard norm, there can be criticisms, both legal and through public perception, of unfairness and inconsistent treatment of producers across state lines. For instance, allowing changes or modifications to a conserved property in one region may lead to challenges in another, as far as the agency not having a coherent or consistent position. Whether this is a legal or a political challenge is somewhat irrelevant as both can cause potential problems to the effective operation of the agency. Divergent policies and requirements also, by necessity, increase transactional and administrative costs both in initial implementation and over the life of the program. In short, exceeding certain standards of deviation from an established mean adds both legal risk and uncertainty and costs—both reputational and administrative—that should be appropriately mitigated.

B. The Move Towards an Expanded RCPP

To effectively accomplish conservation gains, the move towards regionalism and regional targeting of conservation priorities has been, and will likely continue to be, a more express regional approach to program delivery. While the implicit regionalism embedded within the conservation title will remain, if conservation advocates retain the goal of having a more direct voice and stake in shaping the allocations and use of this funding stream, the most likely way to address this is to encourage the further expansion of RCPP. The RCPP, although a challenging program to administer, perhaps represents a growing recognition that other stakeholders “may lead plan development and implementation” and leverage scarce agency resources. While other non-conservation agencies have long experimented with policies, such as block grants, to more effectively partner, in both planning and in funding, with localized partners, the RCPP represents an initial, although sizable, shift in this direction within conservation title funds. With a specific appropriation and seven percent of other covered programs as its operating capital under its 2014 authorities, this is a substantial funding stream that has been able to attract a diverse array of projects across the country that is now working to address “high-impact projects, bringing together more than 2,000 conservation partners, who have

---

278. Bonnie, supra note 133, at 187-88 (discussing program delivery issues in North Carolina and the challenges in balancing national priorities with state and local concerns and actual program delivery).

279. Given the need for national leadership and to develop coherence within its partnership practices, the ability of the agency to modify or even waive regulatory requirements under the RCPP will merit further examination to see whether, under the 2014 Farm Bill, the flexibility this provision was designed to achieve is able to provide sufficient gains to merit the additional associated administrative costs.

280. Konopacky & Ristino, supra note 85, at 667.
contributed an estimated $1.4 billion in financial and technical assistance” (beyond the $800 million contributed by NRCS).\(^{281}\) In implementing the 2018 Farm Bill, public and congressional support and reaction to the first wave of these projects is telling as far as whether this represents a larger and lasting trend towards partnership, or if this will be somewhat of a high-water mark, with a retreat to more traditional, and in some ways established and straightforward, farm bill programming that has survived past reauthorization cycles.\(^{282}\)

**C. Ensuring Transparency for More Effective Partnerships**

In order to move to a regional platform, the involvement of partners is critical.\(^{283}\) The more integrated a partner can be to the agency’s mission and program delivery, the more conservation benefit can be actually be delivered, or the better the partnering entities will be in ensuring they are avoiding overlap and redundancy in their efforts.\(^{284}\) A challenge to this integration is the application of confidentiality provisions that apply to the NRCS and other USDA agencies.\(^{285}\) Section 1619 of the Farm Bill bars USDA from disclosing information provided by farmers relating to their agricultural operations (or geospatial information) to third parties.\(^{286}\) While this may seem straightforward, the practical impact of this prohibition is to occasionally complicate partnership efforts.\(^{287}\) There are exceptions to Section 1619, such as getting the consent of the producer to share this information, but this is hard to accomplish in practice as there often is not a way to clearly identify those that the partnering entity should actually be targeting to increase their environmental performance.\(^{288}\) Another exception applies to situations where the partnering entity is directly working to deliver an NRCS covered program and where the partner signs a confidentiality agreement.\(^{289}\) This approach, however, only works when the partner is again directly working with or on behalf of the agency in delivering its programs, which limits the reach of the partner in affirmatively linking its efforts

\(^{281}\) *Hearings on 2018 Farm Bill, supra* note 277, at 4 (testimony of Jimmy Bramblett, Deputy Chief for Programs, Natural Resources Conservation Service, USDA).

\(^{282}\) *Coppess, supra* note 164, at 377 (citing this issue and the possible implications of this from a conservation policy design perspective).

\(^{283}\) *See, e.g., Callie Eideberg, How the Farm Bill Can Scale Conservation, ENVTL. DEFENSE FUND, https://www.edf.org/ecosystems/how-farm-bill-can-scale-conservation [https://perma.cc/577V-45PQ] (explaining the crucial role partners can play in expanding the reach of farm bill programs).*

\(^{284}\) *See generally Rehabilitation of the Chesapeake Bay: Healing the Bay the Voluntary Way: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Conservation & Forestry of the H. Comm. on Agric., 114th Cong. (2016) (statement of Russell C. Redding, Sec’y, Pa. Dep’t of Agric.) (summarizing the potential issues associated with Section 1619 in partnering with NRCS).*

\(^{285}\) *Ristino & Steier, supra* note 50, at 102-04 (discussing the challenges of statutory confidentiality provisions as fairly recent additions to the Farm Bill).


\(^{287}\) Advocates for general governmental transparency are also highly critical of the enactment of confidentiality provisions. *See Andrea Freeman, The 2014 Farm Bill: Farm Subsidies and Food Oppression, 38 SEATTLE L. REV. 1271, 1271-73 (2015); see also Benjamin Cooke & Gabriella Corbo-Perkins, Co-opting and Resisting Market Based Instruments for Private Land Conservation, LAND USE POL’Y, Jan. 2018, at 172-74 (2017) (noting these challenges as causing equity and effectiveness issues in relation to society’s investment in these lands).*


\(^{289}\) *Id. § 8791(b)(3).*
with those already in progress within the agency.  

These confidentiality provisions also can make it difficult to determine which producers NRCS is working with versus those enrolled in a state program to avoid duplicative efforts. For example, if a state partner wants to use its own programming to achieve similar goals to a riparian buffer program, the state partner would not necessarily be able to directly access information from NRCS on where this work has already been occurring. The unintended consequence of Section 1619 of the 2008 Farm Bill has been to make integrated project planning, for some types of programming, more difficult and less effective than would otherwise be the case. In a move to a regional conservation title where partnerships are to play a bigger role, potential revisions to Section 1619 and the application of the confidentiality provision may be helpful for avoiding this obstacle towards more integrated project planning.

D. Working to Address the Challenges of Regional Program Delivery

Last, the challenge of program delivery on a regional basis is providing consistent conservation gains. An additional challenge is to avoid having the putative benefits of partnering with interested parties drive up program delivery costs as their administrative costs could potentially be a drag on overall investment. NRCS tries to avoid this issue by requiring partners to bring substantial capital to the project as a requirement of program participation through the RCPP, but it is not clear how effectively actual partnership dollars are being leveraged versus their non-monetary contributions. Additionally, this type of program is very difficult to administer given its high reliance on partners. In making awards to partners, rather than individual farmers, NRCS must have a high degree of confidence in its partners and that the partners are able to track their funding down the farmer level. Initial OIG audit activity found at least one potential compliance violation (in Oregon), which was explored, and after additional investigation, it was determined that all payments were made to eligible producers; this demonstrates the potential for oversight challenges and compliance issues. Overall, while partners can be valuable, the partners have

292. Adena R. Rissman et al., Public Access to Spatial Data on Private-Land Conservation, 22(2) Ecology & Soc’y, June 2017 (“[L]ack of information impacts governments, nonprofits, and citizen groups. At the state level, conservation agency employees may be forced to work with information that is aggregated at the county level, when their planning occurs at the watershed scale.”).
293. See id. (charting the complications and issues within getting information on private land efforts).
to be competent, responsible, and accountable for delivering conservation on the ground to ensure that this model actually secures and provides net conservation benefit. This will take considerable upfront effort by the agency to vet partners and to learn in its management and oversight of these efforts.

VI. CONCLUSION

Understanding the role that regionalism plays within the conservation title is necessary to gauge and have a sense of what possible objectives may be achievable in the next Farm Bill. When referring to this regionality, not all regionalism is the same and may not have the same meaning or impact. There has been a very gradual historic shift towards addressing conservation issues on a local level through actual policy design, and USDA, working primarily through NRCS, has the tools at the state and local level to tailor policies to work to address the most severe conservation programs challenging our regional and local environments. The challenge to leveraging this framework, tradition, and experience in a coherent and targeted fashion involves working through the issues of developing responsible partnerships with governments and non-profit partners, which include defining the appropriate roles, working to address unnecessary and unhelpful confidentiality restrictions which serve as a practical bar to appropriate levels of information sharing, and ensuring that the targeted conservation benefits are being obtained.

Ultimately, the conservation title, as one of the largest funding sources for addressing the conservation performance of privately-owned and working lands, must be continually re-evaluated. A failure to give appropriate attention and examination to the influences and impacts of this program constitutes at best a missed opportunity, and at worst an inefficient use of taxpayer dollars. Given the degree of variation in environmental conditions that farmers and our regions face, designing programs expressly tailored to take advantage of local knowledge and additional resources may be the best way to ensure that these programs are actually addressing the issues of greatest concern to the impacted communities. Programmatic experience has perhaps already shown that express, rather than de facto, regionalism has the potential to better leverage the resources that partners bring to the table, and can provide clear and transparent conservation benefits across the working landscape.

0004-31(2).pdf [https://perma.cc/CE5T-SASL] (noting the issues and the agency’s response to the OIG recommendations).

296. Konopacky & Ristino, supra note 85, at 649 n.5 (noting that the Farm Bill’s conservation title is our nation’s largest investment in working lands conservation).